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About Me

My name is Devan French. I have been teaching for 10 years. I have 
taught all of primary levels (K, 1, 2).  

This year has been a neverending roller coaster. However I have 
learned a great deal.  

Our students are resilient and they truly amaze me.  



Plan 
My focus for my LAP is writing. I have learned a great deal about the importance of 
students writing to retain knowledge. Writing Across the Curriculum has proven to be 
beneficial for my students.  My focus this year has just been in Science and Social 
Studies. We started out with “keyword summaries” and moved forward into strategies 
to improve our writing (non-fiction leads).  

My first writing was a creative writing piece. I used this to get a baseline for a select 
group of students.  The baseline was based on what they could do independently at 
that point. Students in this study have been both in-person and virtual. I was able to 
obtain two pieces that students did virtually after I had provided guidance and they 
did amazingly well.  



Process 

A colleague of mine taught our team about keyword summaries. She had learned 
this at a PD provided by our district a couple of years back. My students did 
amazingly well. 

Keyword summaries are writings that focus only on the important facts of a 
text.  You create a list of words and do your best to develop sentences that 
include each of those facts.  

We did a few together and then we started just creating our lists together.  It 
is advised to have students list words at the top of the paper, however, we just 
created our list together on the smartboard.  Students loved writing these 
pieces because they got to write about things that interested them.  
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Results 

As you can 

see, all 

students 

grew. 



Parent Connection

Students writing is graded and sent home. Also copies are kept to 
share to show growth from the beginning of the year to the end of the 
year. I like to send these home at the end of the year so parents are 
able to see how much their child learned in writing through the year.  

Next year I would love to do a notebook where parents could see and 
respond to what we do in writing through the week. I really need to 
think through this because I feel like it would be so beneficial to 
parents and students.  



Next Steps 

From here students will go on to learn new ways to share their writing. 
One thing we have already started is Nonfiction Leads.  Using 
Seravallo’s book we did numerous lessons on ways to start our 
nonfiction writing in an interesting way.  Students loved this! Next we 
will be working on ways to conclude.  


